
Europe through the eyes of young people



Equity
To succeed, there must be equity. We must be a family, share, help, 
and be fair and sincere. Equity banish any kind of discriminated, 
banish stereotypes and create balance.

People are different and that's a good thing, 

great. For this reason, people have different 

needs.



Young people are the future
In a world led by adults, what influence, what power could a 
young man have? We hear very often that young people 
have no experience, employers ask a young man just out of 
school banks, minimum one year of experience in the field 
which is kind of impossible because all employers ask for it. 
Considering that young people must be helped more, 
because young people are the future, and the future is 
much more promising if supported.



Young people are the future



Unity in economy
Most people in Europe agree with the concept of cooperation in trade, but the EU 
has taken it upon itself to try and build a United States of Europe. That’s far 
beyond what ever has been requested by the people and no country has voted on 
it. In fact, whenever there are referendums held that involve Europe, a majority 
of the people specifically rejects anything that resembles turning Europe into a 
single country or close union.

Most likely, various countries will join together based on economic shared 
interests, though nationalist sentiments will delay the process. The survivors will 
be those that learn how to live peacefully and sustainably upon the planet. Self 
Interest must concede to the Common Good, and the benefit of Humanity as a 
whole. 



Unity in economy
As more and more companies move to other countries(USA, China 
and Eastern Europe) due to lower taxes and better business 
bureaucracy unemployment rate in western europe tend to be 
higher, welfare state will be less than today and economy will down 
due to ageing productive workforce, lack of skilled immigrants and 
high taxes.

Probably Europe will be very different of today!



In conclusion,

the future is promising if people work on this, and if 
young people are helped morally, spiritually and 
financially, not just them, but everyone has to win. We 
all have to support each other, to accept, to have 
dreams and to work to fulfill them.


